I, the undersigned, hereby certify that this plat is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief and shows all the information required by law and the regulations issued and prescribed by the Department of Environmental Protection.

Signed: L.L.S. #2124 | Ernest J. Bendich III

FILE #: NOB 001
DRAWING #: 21/6
SCALE: 21/6" TIPPED - 1" = 200' VERT.
MINIMUM DEGREE OF ACCURACY: 1/200
PROVEN SOURCE OF ELEVATION: SURVEYOR'S MAPPING
GRADE GPS

(+ ) DENOTES LOCATION OF WELL ON UNITED STATES TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS

WV DEP OFFICE OF OIL & GAS 601 5TH STREET CHARLESTON, WV 25304
Well Type: D Oil D Waste Disposal D Production D Deep
c Gas D Liquid Injection D Storage D Shallow
WATERSHED: WHEELING CREEK DUNKERSBACK ELEVATION: 1,325
COUNTY/DISTRICT: MARSHALL / WEBSTER QUADRANGLE: MAJORSVILLE WV-PA
SURFACE OWNER: TIM M. TURLY AND TAMMY JENKINS ACREAGE: 137.42 +/-
OIL & GAS ROYALTY OWNER: TIM M. TURLY AND TAMMY JENKINS ACREAGE: 847.78 +/-
LEASE NUMBERS:

TARGET FORMATION: MARCELUS
WELL OPERATOR: NOBLE ENERGY, INC.
ADDRESS: 330 TECHNOLOGY DRIVE SUITE 116
CITY: CANONSBURG STATE: PA ZIP CODE: 15317
API WELL #: 47 51 01682 H6A STATE COUNTY PERMIT
DATE: AUGUST 21, 2013
OPERATOR'S WELL #: WEB22 AHS

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA STATE Plate Commissioner & NO 32 1/2 Curve by differential satellite mapping system GPS Initials & Seal

12/13/2013